create your
business
continuity
plan

about the guide.
In this guide, we’ll walk you through the six steps to build your
own business continuity plan and give you tools to get started.
A business continuity plan is your road map to corporate and
financial stability in the middle of a crisis. It ensures your assets
are protected and you can continue operating during and after a
natural disaster, cyber attack, pandemic or other major disaster.
There are 3 main components to a business continuity plan:
•

Impact Analysis

•

Communication Strategy

•

Continuity Plan
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getting started
before you create your plan

A business continuity plan is a comprehensive strategy for
making it through a crisis of any kind. Before you can build out
a plan, you need to assess where things stand now.
1. Identify your business critical assets.
Make a list of all of your applications, hardware and backups.
To make it easier, segment this list by department. Cataloging
everything that makes your business run does two things for
you: ensures you have documentation for any insurance claims
and helps you identify your disaster vulnerabilities.
2. Determine the mission-criticals
Once you have your list, you need to determine which
applications you can live without, and for how long. Categorize
each item in your list with a priority number (1-3).
•

Priority 1: I cannot go more than a couple of hours
without these items

•

Priority 2:

I cannot go more than a couple of days

without these items
•

Priority 3: I can go without these items for a few weeks
or more

3. Assign users to each item
In addition to assigning priority, you also need to list out who
uses each application. This ensures you can get the right people
access to the right tools in the event of a disaster.
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the team
bring together your leaders
Let’s start with this: business continuity planning is not just IT’s
responsibility. Your entire leadership team needs hands in this
plan. Each department needs a representative on your team.
IT is a critical piece of the recovery and continuity piece, but
is ultimately only one piece of what makes your business
run. Identify from each department one Business Continuity
representative to work with the manager and coordinator to
create a cohesive plan and act as liaison during implementation.
In addition to having departments represented, many
businesses assign a manager and coordinator to work with
other team members to create, maintain and implement the
Business Continuity Plan.
At the very least, your team should be comprised of:
Continuity Manager
Plan Coordinator
IT
Communications
HR
Operations
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impact analysis
what could take you down?
That’s the question you’re answering in an Impact Analysis.
What are all the things that could take down critical operations?
List them all out. From a power outage to World War III, name
the most likely what ifs you need to be prepared for. Typically,
these fall into one of three categories:
•

Loss of building or store from a natural disaster

•

Loss of personnel to an illness or strike

•

Technological disruptions like power outages or cyber
breaches

Naming all of these at once is overwhelming, so start with The
Big Three. These are the three most likely events to cause a
disruption that will take down your operations for a sustained
period of time or have a noticeable impact to your bottom line.

the big three
For each of your worst-case scenarios, you’re looking to identify
the cause of the disaster, the operational impact (what divisions
or operations will go down), the financial impact and at what
point you’ll see a loss of function or process.
Listing out your most vulnerable points of failure helps you
refine policies to mitigate risk.
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the planning
Business continuity planning comes in three parts: mitigating
risk before the crisis, maintaining uptime during the crisis and
recovering after a crisis.
Now that you’ve completed your impact and identified your
most vulnerable points of failure, sit your team down and
determine the ways you can prepare for their reality.
Let’s take the COVID-19 pandemic as an example. One
vulnerability for many businesses was their inability to take
operations mobile. They relied on desktop machines and
on-premise applications for critical business operations. A
continuity plan recognizes that vulnerability and allows you to
migrate towards cloud-based applications or create a plan to
rapidly purchase VPN licenses or remote login tools.
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phase one:

mitigating risk before a crisis
The first goal of any business continuity plan is to act before a
crisis to limit or remove your points of failure.
In our COVID-19 example, businesses could start migrating
away from on-premise servers and applications and towards
cloud-based technology that can be securely accessed from
any device any where with an internet connection.
The idea here is to figure out what tools, technology, policies
or operational strategies you’re going to rely on during a crisis
(they may even optimize your current operations). Two of the
biggest changes you can make now for the best return are:
1. Get a backup strategy going now.
This is going to help you stay functional if a natural disaster
takes our your building or a cyber attack cripples your network.
Backups remove some of the risk if you’re hit with a ransomware
attack because you’ve got “back door” access to the data the
hackers locked you out of. They also keep you functional if a
tornado knocks out your server. One strategy takes down two
vulnerabilities.
2. Start going mobile.
Yes, the cloud is the latest trend, but it also has real operational
benefits, too. If you no longer have a building what are you going
to do before you can find a new one, furnish it and purchase
hardware? You can wait days or weeks, or you can have your
team work remote. Some of these mobility resources may even
optimize your current operations.
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phase two:
managing during a crisis
It’s not always possible to optimize for every crisis, though.
Sometimes you have to use those on-premise apps and can’t
justify purchasing VPN licenses before you need them.
The second goal of continuity planning is to identify the remaining
points of failure and create a clear, well-communicated plan of
attack for how you’ll operate during each crisis. Who purchases
the new VPN licenses? Who is communicating with employees
who rely on that technology for their every day job?
If you’ve prepped for the crisis, implementing your during-crisis
mitigation plans should be as simple as flipping a switch —
everyone knows what they’re doing when and works together
to keep your business running throughout the crisis.
Here, you’re looking to:
1.

Create any policies you’ll need during each crisis

2.

Identify the steps you’ll need to take to stay operational

3.

Assign owners to each step so nothing gets overlooked

You could have the greatest plans for keeping your business
running, but it’s worthless if no one else knows about it. Every
single one of your stakeholders should know where these plans
live, what their parts are and how to update them.
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phase three:
recovering after a crisis
Sometimes, the recovery process starts right after a crisis and
other times you have to live in a crisis for months before you
can go back to normal. At some point, though, you’ll transition
out of crisis mode. That’s where your recovery plan comes in.
In a cyber attack, disaster recovery might look like rolling your
network back to a time before it was compromised, shoring
up your security and implementing training protocols for your
employees.
Natural disasters vary wildly in their affect on your business.
You could be looking at replacing some furniture or flooring in
a best case scenario or all new equipment and a new building
in the worst case.
In the best cases, you’re just rolling back a couple of policies
you implemented during the crisis. But you also need to be
prepared for those worst cases to make sure you keep your
doors open.
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your workbook
the big three
What are the three events/applications that if they were to
happen or fail would cause the most damage to your business?
1.
2.
3.

What are the possible causes for your Big Three?

What are the financial impacts?

How long can each go on before you’ve reached a point-of-noreturn?
1.
2.
3.

your workbook
your continuity strategy
List your worst-case scenarios below, and then create your
mitigation, management and recovery outline.

What can you do now to prevent the crisis?

List the steps you’ll need to take once the crisis occurs.

What are the things you’ll need to do to get back to business as usual?

YOU HAVE
MORE
IMPORTANT
THINGS TO
WORRY ABOUT.
let us take care of your office.

There are so many other things you could be focusing
on in a day. Let us help you make every minute count.
•

Managed IT

•

Building Surveillance and Security

•

Managed Print

•

Telephony

•

Document Management

Get your FREE
IT Assessment
www.pearsonkelly.com/assessment
sales@pearsonkelly.com
(417) 877-0003

